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Martingale Approach for Markov Processes in 
Random Environment and Branching Markov Chains 1 
M.V. Menshikov 
Abstract: In this paper we study random walks with 
branching (BRW), and two examples of countable Markov 
chains in random environment which are a one dimensional 
random walk and a random string. We introduce the notion 
of recurrence and transience for BRW and provide criteria for 
them. For many dimensional BRW we find the critical (for 
, transience vs. recurrence) speed of the decay of the average 
number of the off-springs at a point with respect to the dis-
tance from it to the origin. We show also that the Lyapunov 
function method is powerful for investigating a random walk 
in a random environment. 
Key words: random walk, random string, branching ran-
dom walk, Lyapunov function, random environment. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a martingale approach for a qualitative 
investigation of Markov processes in a random environment and branching Markov 
chains. In a more detailed way these problems were considered by the author to-
gether with Francis Comets, Serguei Popov and Stanislav Volkov in [4, 16] . Today 
the theory of countable Markov chains is developing in several directions. One 
of these directions is a qualitative analysis of Markov chains in a count'able state 
space with a complicated structure. We can mention several such models. Multi-
dimensional Markov chains with partial linear non homogeneities are considered 
in [1 , 7]. Markov chains with the state space being equal to all finite sequences of 
letters from some alphabet (the so-called strings) are studied in [8, 9] . The subject 
of the papers [10, 11 , 16] is the so-called branching random walk, which is also a 
Markov chain in some complicated state space. Note, that for these problems a 
martingale method (method of Ly.apunov functions) was developed. 
Another important branch of this theory is the theory of countable Markov 
chains in a random environment. In this paper we study various Markov chains 
in a random environment using Lyapunov functions. Let us briefly describe what 
we mean by the "random environment". A given countable, time-homogeneous 
Markov chain £. = {7]n; n ~ O} could be defined by its state space X = {x;} and 
by the collection of transition probabilities P;j = P{7]n+l = Xj l7]n = x;}. Assume 
that on some probability space (0, A, P) we are given a collection of random 
variables P;j(w), i,j E N, W E O. Suppose also that for any fixed w (which we 
call the realization of the random environment) the numbers P;j(w) are transition 
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probabilities of some countable Markov chain. Together with the state space X, 
these transition probabilities define a Markov chain .c(w). For such model with 
quenched disorder there arise some natural questions: what is the probability (with 
respect to probability measure P) for the Markov chain .c(w) of being recurrent 
(transient, ergodic, or some other property)? However, in this general formulation 
this problem can hardly be solved. 
Here we study several classes of such models. In the papers [1, 7, 8, 16] it 
was shown that the method of Lyapunov functions is. very useful (and sometimes 
unique) for investigating countable Markov chains and branching random walks. 
This method, sometimes called martingale method, amounts to study the chain 
through some one-dimensional projections cleverly selected. In the present paper 
we' apply this method to three models: random walk in a random environment, 
random strings in a random environment, and a branching random walk. The main 
idea of our approach for random environment is the following: for a given wEn 
consider the Markov chain .c(w). For this Markov chain we construct a Lyapunov 
function I(x) = I(x;w). It turns out that for the models under consideration 
this function is a spatially homogeneous random field, so we can investigate its 
asymptotical behavior. Constructing a Lyapunov function is not an easy matter. 
It is much easier and standard to analyze its asymptotic behavior, when the first 
step can be performed. Then, knowing the prop,erties of the Lyapunov function 
for fixed wand using criteria for countable Markov chains, we thus obtain the 
qualitative classification of the Markov chain .c(w). 
It is very important to note that the models under consideration have the 
following common property: 
P{w: .c(w) is recurrent} = 0 or 1. 
The same is true for the ergodicity, transience, and some other characteristics of 
Markov chains. 
1 General criteria for countable Markov chains 
. In this section we formulate martingale criteria for countable irreducible Markov 
chains. They are given in a rather simplified form which is nevertheless sufficient 
for our purpose. More general criteria can be found in [7] and in [1]. 
Proposition 1.1 The Markov chain 1/t is transient il and only if there exist a 
set M and a positive function 1 : X r-+ R such that 
for all x rt M; 
I(xd < inf I(x), at least for one Xl rt M. 
reM 
Proposition 1.2 Let 1/t be a discrete time-homogeneous Markov chain with a 
countable state space X, and a point 0 EX. Suppose that there exists a function 
1 : X r-+ R with the follow~ng properties: 
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• fez) :F const; 
• thereerists some Mo such that I/(z)l < Mo lor all z EX; 
• lor all z :F 0 
E(f('1t+d - 1('1t} 1 'It = z) = o. (1) 
Then Markov chain 'It is transient (non-recurrent). 
This is a consequence of Theorem 2.2.2 of [7]. The details are omitted. The 
next propositions are just simplified forms of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 of [7] 
correspondingly . . 
Proposition 1.3 Let 'It be a discrete time-homogeneous Markov chain with a 
countable state space X, 0 EX. Suppose that there erists a function I : X t-+ R 
such that I(z) -+ +00 as z -+ 00 and for all z :F 0 
(2) 
Then Markov chain 'It is recurrent. 
Proposition 1.4 (Foster) Let 'It be a discrete time-homogeneous Markov chain 
with a . countable state space X, 0 EX. Suppose that there exists a function 
I: X t-+ R, ./(z) ~ 0, and 6> 0 such that for all z :F 0 
(3) 
and E(f('1t+d I 'It = 0) < 00. Then Markov chain 'It is ergodic (positive recur-
rent). 
2 Branching Markov chains 
Let us introduce the notion of a branching random walk (BRW). Suppose that for 
every z there exists a sequence of non-negative numbers go(z), gt{z), . . . such that 
00 
2:gk(Z) = 1 
10=0 
and the value 
00 
k(z) = 2: kgk(Z) 
10=0 
is finite. Hence, g(x) is for every z the distribution function of a random vari-
able k(z), which has a finite expectation. 
The state of the process wet) at time t E {O, 1,2, ... } is a set of coordinates 
{Zl(t), Z2(t), ... , Xn(t)(t)}. In such a situation we will also say that there exist net) 
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particles having coordinates Zi(t) (which need not be different). The process runs 
as follows. From the particle situated at point Z with probability gk(Z) knew 
particles arise and, if k # 0, each of these jumps to some point y with probability 
P",y, independently of the other particles and the previous history of th~ process. 
If k = 0, we will say that the particle did not produce descendants. Note that two 
or more particles having the same coordinates do not influence each other. This 
procedure is conducted simultaneously for all n(t) particles and the coordinates of 
the new-born ones form the state of BRW at time t + 1. The obtained process is 
a Markov chain with countable state space 
X = {0} U X U X2 U X 3 U ... , 
where 0 denotes the state where the process has died out (at some point in time 
none of the particles produced a descendant) . The obtained processes are rather 
complicated and we will try to classify them. 
Definition 2.1 The branching random walk is called recurrent, if for all Z EX 
and the starting position w (0) = {z} (i. e. exactly one particle comes out from z) 
at least one of the descendants reaches the point 0'0 with unit probability 
p {3t ~ 0, 3i E {I, 2, ... , n(t)} : Zi(t) = aD} = 1. 
Otherwise the process is called transient. 
Note that the above definition does not depend on the selection of starting position. 
Moreover, it is obvious that there are two reasons for the process to be transient: 
first, all the particles may "run away to infinity" ; second, the process may die out 
before any particle reaches 0'0. 
Now let us introduce a modified version of our BRW. Suppose that the . point 
0'0 is an absorbinis an absorbing point, i.e. when a particle hits this point, it stops 
producing descendants ~nd stays in this point forever. We denote the obtained 
process BRW * and note that it is similar to the initial process except that 
Pao ao i · ,
Pao", 0, Z # 0'0; 
gl(ao) l' ,
gk(ao) 0, k # 1. 
Definition 2.2 The branching random walk is called finite on average, if in the 
modified process for any starting position w(o) = {z} the expectation of the number 
of particles hitting 0'0 is finite ; it is called infinite on average otherwise. 
The introduced notion is not stable, in the sense that changing the probabilities 
even in a finite number of points may transform,a finite on average process into 
an infinite on average one and vice versa., 
Besides, none of the notions above is "stronger" than the other since there 
exist pairs (P, g( z)) such that the proces,s is, for example, recurrent but infinite on 
average. All four combinations are possible. 
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3 Criteria 
First, we present the criterion for transience. Obviously, if some go(x) > 0 then 
BRW is transient by definition (when the particle starts at x, it may produce no 
descendant with positive probability). So, as far as transience is concerned, we 
will assume that the process does not die out for sure, which is equivalent to saying 
that 
go(x) = 0 for all x. (4) 
Consider the moment-generating function for k(x) 
00 
t/J(x, z) = L zlcglc(x), . (5) 
Ic=O 
and note that 
d -
dz t/J(x, 1) = k(x) . (6) 
Moreover, let El be the probability operator, such that for any function f(x) 
Ed(x) = LPzllf(Y) . 
IIEL 
It is important that this linear operator preserves constant functions and also that 
the image of a function that is less than 1 everywhere, after applying El has the 
same property. 
Theorem 3.1 Let (4) be satisfied. The branching random walk is transient if and 
only if there exists a finite set M and a non-neg~tive function f(x) $ 1, such that 
t/J (x, Et/(x» 
f(xt) 
> f(x), for all x fI. M; 
> maxf(x), for at least one Xl fI. M: 
zEM 
(7) 
(8) 
(Expression (7) is well-defined since Ed(x) $ 1 and the derivative given by (5) 
exists when z $ 1). 
Let us also formulate a corollary that is much easier to check. 
Corollary 3.1 If (4) holds and there exist a set M and a non-negative bounded 
function h(x), such that 
and 
h(x) 
Elh(x) $ k(x)' for all x fI. M 
h(xt) < minh(x), for'at least one Xl fI. M, 
zEM 
then BRW is transient. 
(9) 
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Below we present a criterion for finiteness on average. It looks similar to the 
one given in [10]. -
Theorem 3.2 The bmnching mndom walk is finite on avemge if and only if there 
exists a non-negative function f(z) such that f(aa) > 0 and, when z 1:- aa, 
f(z) 
Ed(z) $ k(z) , 
where k(z) is the avemge number of direct descendants of a particle at z. 
4 Branching random walks in Zd 
(10) 
Let us consider a transient simple random walk without branching ~t on Zd, d ~ 3 
(with equiprobable jumps to adjacent points within Euclidean distance (denoted 
by II ·ID of 1). 
Next theorem from [16] shows that if the branching is intensive enough then 
BRW is recurrent and if not then it is transient 
Theorem 4.1 Let BRW have the same tmnsition probabilities as the simple mn-
dom walk in Zd, d ~ 3. Let condition (4) be fulfilled, and let the avemge number 
of off-springs at point a E Zd be k(a) = 1 + f(a) and Var(k(a)) $ AID/lla1l 2 • 
Then there exist constants D > m > 0, such that if 
then BRW is recurrent and if 
then it is tmnsient. 
D 
f(a) >-lIall2 ' 
m 
f(a) <-lIall2 ' 
5 Random walk on Z+ in a random environment 
5.1 Description of the process 
Here we describe the model which was first considered by M.V. Kozlov [14] and 
F. Solomon [19]. 
Let {e.h=1,2, ... be a sequence of i.i .d . random variables on n with values in 
[0, 1] . Suppose also that 
P{6 = O} = P{6 = I} = 0. 
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Then, for fixed environment, i.e. for given realization of the sequence of Li.d. 
random variables {ei}, consider a Markov chain TJt on Z+ defined as follows: TJo = 
0, 
Pn P{ TJt+l = n - 1 I TJt = n} = en, 
qn = P{TJt+l=n+lITJt=n}=I-en,n=I,2 ... , 
and P{TJt+l = 1 I TJt = O} = 1. In fact, TJt can be described as a birth and death 
process with birth, respectively death parameters Pn and qn = 1 - Pn. 
This model has been extensively investigated and many of its properties are 
known, see, for example, [12], or [13] for possible generalizations. In this part 
of the paper our goal is not to obtain some new results, but to illustrate how 
Lyapunov functions method works and to show that results may be obtained in a 
very short way using this method. All through the paper we will use P, E to denote 
probability and expectation for the random environment w, keeping the notations 
P, E for the Markov chain TJt itself. 
5.2 Recurrence, transience, and asymptotical behavior of 
the process 
Let TJt be the random walk in a random environment introduced in Section 5.1. 
Denote (n = 10g(Pn/qn). The next theorem is due to Solomon [19]. But we prove 
this theorem using the method of Lyapunov functions . 
Theorem 5.1 Assume EI(11 < 00. 
• If E(1 < 0, then the random walk is transient for almost all w (Jar almost 
all environments). 
• IfE(1 ~ 0, then the random walk is recurrent for almost all w. 
• Moreover, if E(l > 0, then the random walk is ergodic. 
Sketch of proof. First, we prove the recurrence and the transience. Let us try to 
construct a function f(:c) satisfying (1) for fixed w. Denote~; = f(i) - f(i - 1) 
and let ~o = 1. Then we have 
(11) 
so 
(12) 
and, consequently, 
r 
~r+l = exp {L(;}' 
;=1 
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We set f(O) = O. Then, since 
f(x) = E~i' 
i=l 
it is clear that the function f(x) is positive and that if E(l ~ 0, then for almost 
all w we have f(x) ~ +00, and if E(l < 0, then f(x) is bounded. Applying Propo-
sitions 1.2 and 1.3 we complete the proof of first two statements of Theorem 5.1. 
To prove ergodicity, we construct the Lyapunov function f(s) in the reverse 
way. Let f(x) = E7=1 ~i' where 
~i = .!.. + ~ + qiqi+l + qiqi+1qi+2 + . .. 
Pi PiPi+l PiPi+1Pi+2 PiPi+1Pi+2Pi+3 
(13) 
Then one can check that if E(l > 0, then 
i) the series in the right-hand side of (13) converge, so the function f(x) is well 
defined; 
ii) f(x) satisfies (3) with 0 = 1. 
Remark. In fact, if E(l = 0, then it can be easily proved that the random walk is 
null recurrent (for almost all environments) . This proof is based on writing down 
explicitly the stationary measure for this Markov chain . 
Now we discuss the case E(l = 0 in a more detailed way. We are interested 
in the asymptotic behavior of the process ast ~ 00. The result of next theorem 
from [4] is slightly weaker than the result of [18], but its proof is simple and brief. 
Theorem 5.2 Let E(l '= 0, and 0 < Eel < 00. Then for any integer k ~ 1 and 
for any e > 0 we have 
(14) 
almost surely as t ~ 00, with logl t := logt, logm+l t = log(logm t), m ~ 1. Also, 
for any e > 0 and for any P > 0 we have 
(15) 
in LP, as t ~ 00. 
In the above statements, "almost surely" means "for P-almost every environment 
it holds P-a.s." and "convergence in LP" stands for "convergence in LP(P) for 
P-a.e. w". P. Deheuvels and P. Revesz proved (14) in [6], Theorem 4, with a 
completely different approach, but martingale method is much shorter. 
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6 Strings in a random environment 
6.1 Dynamics of the string 
Consider a finite alphabet S = {1, . .. , k}. A string is just a finite sequence of 
symbols from S. We write lsi for the length of the string s, i.e. if s = S1 . . . Sn, 
Si E S, then lsi = n . 
Consider a time-homogeneous Markov chain with the state space equal to the 
set of all finite strings. We describe the transition matrix of this Markov chain as 
follows: let s = S1 . .. Sn, and Sn = i E S. Then 
• we erase the rightmost symbol of S with probability r}n); 
• we substitute the rightmost symbol i by j with probability qt'); 
• and we add the symbol j to the right end of the string with probability p~j) . 
Of course we assume that (or all i and for all n = 1,2, . .. 
(16) 
These parameters do not define the evolution when the string is empty (its length 
equals 0), but we simply assume that the jumps from the empty string are some-
how defined and can only occur to strings of length 1. Clearly, these "boundary 
conditions" do not affect the asymptotic behavior of the string. So we see that 
the process is completely defined by the collection of numbers {r~n),q~j),p~j)}, 
n = 1, 2, . .. , i = 1, . . . , k , and j = 1, ... , k. 
For the case when the quantities r~n) , q}j) and p~j) do not depend on n , this 
model was investigated by A.S. Gajrat, V.A. Malyshev, M.V. Menshikov and 
K.D. Pelih in [8]. In fact , they investigated even more general model, when the 
maximal value of jump may be greater than one. All these are models for LIFO 
(last in, first out) queuing systems [8], and they are random walks on trees. In the 
case k = 1 we recover the random walk from Section 5. 
We consider here only one-sided evolution of the string. Two-sided homoge-
neous strings were studied by A.S. Gajrat , V.A. Malyshev and A .A . Zamyatin 
in [9] . 
Let us now describe the random environment. We will view the vectors x L 
Rk+2k~ as x = (x R , x Q, x P) with x R = (x{l, . . . , xtt), xQ = (X~h9 ,j~k' x P = 
(x~h9 ,j~k. For x = (x R , x Q, x P) we will write x ~ 0, if all its components are 
non-negative. Consider a 2k2-dimensional manifold in Rk+2k~: 
. k 
M = {x E Rk+2k~ : x ~ 0, x~ + 2:(x~ + x~) = 1 for all i = 1, . .. , k }. 
j=1 
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and Q some probability measure on M. Let en, n = 1, 2..!- ... , be a sequence of 
i.i.d., R k+2k' -valued random variables with distribution Q (this means that for 
K C M we have P{en E K} = Q(K» . Define the quantities r~n), q~j) and p~j) 
via the sequence of values of en, as follows: with x = en we set 
r~n) - x-!l q~~) = x~ p~~) = xf. 
, - "'] ']' '] '] 
Since e:-= x E M, the condition (16) holds. Thus, for each fixed w = {6,6,···} 
(for fixed environment) we have defined the Markov chain describing the evolution 
of the string. We are interested in the properties of this process which hold for 
almost all w, in particular, in transience or ergodicity of the process. 
6.2 Lyapunov exponents and products of random matrices 
In this section we review some properties of products of random matrices necessary 
to deal with the strings in a random environment. 
Let (.,.) be the standard scalar product in Rk . For x E Rk define its norm 
by IIxll = (X,X)I/2. The transpose of matrix A is denoted by A*. Euclidean 
(operator) norm of a k x k real matrix A can be defined by any of the· following 
formulas (it can be easily verified that they are equivalent): 
II All sup IIAxli 
11.,11=1 
sup (Ax, y) 
11"11=111111=1 
Vargest eigenvalue of A* AjI/2 . 
Consider a sequence of i.i .d. random matrices An. We assume that the matrices 
An satisfy the following condition: 
Condition A. Elog+ IIAII < 00, where log+ x = max{logx,O}. 
Let (AI (w), A2(w)', ... ) be a realization of a sequence of i.i.d. random matrices. 
Let adn) ~ a2(n) ~ ... ~ ak(n) ~ ° be the square roots of the (random) eigen-
values of (An .. . At}*(An .. . At). Then the following limit exists for almost all w 
(and it is the same for almost all w): 
lim .!:loga;(n) = 'Y;(A) (17) 
n-+oo n 
for j = 1, ... , k (see Proposition 5.6 of [3], A does not need to be invertible). The 
numbers 'Y;, -00 ~ 'Yk ~ ... ~ 'Yl < 00 are called the Lyapunov exponents of the 
sequence of random matrices {An}. In particular, 
'Yl(A) = lim ..!.logal(n) = lim ..!.IIAn .. . Adl 
n-+oo n n-+oo n 
a.s. (18) 
is the top Lyapunov exponent . 
The following simple lemma establishes relations between Lyapunov exponents 
of A and A-I. 
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Lemma 6.1 Assume that A is a.s. invertible, and that both A and A-I satisfy 
Condition A. Then for j = 1, .. . , k 
'Yj(A- l ) = -'YIr-j+l(A). (19) 
We will also need the following theorem 
Theorem 6.1 (Oseledec's Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem) Let An, n= 1,2, ... 
be a stationary ergodic sequence of k x k real matrices on the probability space 
(0,8, m) and suppose that E log+ IIAI II < 00 . Let 'Yl ~ 'Y2 ~ ... 'Y1r be the Lyapunov 
exponents of the sequence An. Take a strictly increasing nonrandom sequence of 
integers 
1 = i l < i2 < ... < ip < ip+l = k + 1 
such that 'Yiq_1 > "Iiq, if q = 2,3, ... , p, and 'Yi = 'Yj, if iq ~ i, j < iq+1 (the iq's 
mark the points of decrease of the 'Yi). Then for almost all w E 0: 
• for every v E RIr 
lim .!. log IIAn ... Al vII 
n-+oo n 
exists or is -00; 
• for q ~ p 
V(q,w) = {v E RIr : lim .!. log II An ... Alvll ~ 'Yiq} 
n-+oo n 
is a random vector subspace of Ric with dimension k - iq; 
• ifV(O,w) denotes Ric, then v E V(q - l,w)e V(q,w) implies that 
lim .!.log IIAn ... Al vII = 'Yq. 
n-+oo n 
6.3 Main results 
Introduce two sequences of random k x k matrices {Bn} and {Dn} , Bn 
(p~j)kj=l , ... ,1c and Dn = (d~j)kj=l, ... ,Ic' where d~j) = -q~j) for i #; j and 
d~~) = r~n) + '"' q~':'), 
" 1 L..J IJ 
j :j~i 
with p~':') q~':') and r~n) defined in Section 6.1. Important ingredients are the 
IJ' I) 1 
sequence of i.i.d. random matrices An, 
An = D;;l Bn 
and its Lyapunov exponents 'Yl, ... , 'Ylc. Besides Condition A we will consider 
Condition D. E log(l/rl} < 00, i = 1, ... , k 
The interest of this condition appears in the 
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Proposition 6.1 If Condition D holds then the matrix D is a.s. invertible, the 
Condition A holds and Elog+ liD-iII < 00 
Now we are ready to formulate the main results. In the next one we use two 
different sets of assumptions, each one being of interest for applications. 
Theorem 6.2 Assume that Condition A holds for the matrix An, and that 
• either Bn is a.s. invertible and Condition A holds for A;; 1 
• or Elog(l/p;;) < 00, i = 1, .. . , k 
If /1 > 0, then the Markov chain, describing the evolution of the string, is transient 
(for almost all w). 
Theorem 6.3 Assume Condition D for An. If /1 < 0, then the process is a.s. 
ergodic. 
Theorem 6.4 Let /1 = 0. In addition to Condition D assume that Ai is a.s. 
invertible, and that no finite union of proper subspaces of Rk is a.s stable by A i. 
Then the process is a.s. recurrent. 
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